Abstract
Introduction
In recent years, the sensor network is received more and more attention. It is increasingly deployed in all kinds of environments for different purposes. For example, In Environment-Monitor, urban traffic planning, flood prediction, health care, satellite sounding and other domains. It has been used in a wide range of applications. Therefore, mass sensor data can be produced continuously. However, the acquired sensor data lack of semantic information and may be heterogeneous in the syntax, schema and semantic level etc., and it's hard to be shared and integrated. If this issue can be solved, sensor network can has more application prospects [1] .
In order to overcome the problem of lack of semantic in sensor network and manage a large number of heterogeneous data effectively, semantic web technology is introduced in the sensor network, which can describe information object, information sharing, information integration and knowledge reasoning. The added semantic can help to create the machine readable and self-describing data in the sensor network [1] .The study of the sensor network must consider how to use semantic technology effectively.
Therefore, the combination of semantic web and sensor network becomes a hot research direction. Through the ontology technology, Semantic Sensor Web (SSW) can construct the shared conceptual model, enhance the sensor data semantics, and realize interaction and access of sensor data on the web. Semantic Sensor Web has the following characteristics:
(1) Sensor data is annotated with semantic to improve the interoperability of data [2] . (2) The context information such as time, space, theme for the sensor data is added. (3) SSW combines multi-type sensor data to support intelligent decision synthetically. (4) SSW can resolve the heterogeneous of sensor data to express the data uniformly.
The bottom layer is the data source layer of the sensor network. There are a large number of sensor data in the sensor network, and the sensor data are stream data which are the infinite timestamp tuple sequence. The timestamp character of the sensor stream data which indicates when the tuple occur is unique. Therefore, the following research content in this review must consider this issue.
Sensor data has two representational forms: One is the data which is stored in the relational stream database, and another is the stream data which are collected in real time. The different data of representational forms is processed by different method when these data are integrated.
The Data Integration Layer
In data integration layer, the sensor data are represented, managed and queried. There are three contents in this layer: ontology, mapping and query. The sensor ontology can capture the domain knowledge and provide the common understanding of it. It can provide a kind of shared vocabulary and concepts existed in the sensor network areas and their properties along with the mutual relations. The sensor ontology can provide critical support technology for the sensor network, and improve the semantic interoperability and integration. Because sensor data has time character, in the sensor ontology, time character must be considered [3] . 
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The data integration layer Sensor ontology plays an important role in Semantic Sensor Web. Its roles can be summarized as follows:
(1) It establishes the uniform concept system for different sensor network fields and does not depend on a specific application.
(2) It can connect the sensor data with other open data sources to realize the link of knowledge in order to give a wider range of application to users.
(3) It solves the time character of sensor data well, and records timestamp in detail; (4) It implements the knowledge reasoning of the sensors and provides good decision support for perceiving the objective world.
Before SSN ontology [4] , there are some sensor ontologies which are developed for the specific application. SSN ontology is an important general sensor ontology which focuses on many existing issues. In recent years, many extension ontologies which based on SSN ontology have appeared. Some of them extended SSN for the specific application, some focus on working together with other ontologies, and some served for establishing a more general ontology. Whatever extensions, these ontologies give a unified model for the sensor data, so that human with machines or machines can communicate with each other.
With the sensor ontology model, the mapping model between the stream data and ontology must be established. Some mapping languages which establish a mapping relation between the stream data and the sensor ontology can implement the mapping process. The mapping relation can help to realize the semantic query transformation or the transformation from the sensor data to the instance data. The mapping processor can do that.
The purpose of the mapping is query, and query can get information and meet the needs of users. Query languages can provide query statements which are Interpreted and implemented by the query processor. In the query process, the inference rules are established which are realized by the inference engine. Several mapping languages have the corresponding query processor, and we can use these processors or build our own query processor.
The Application Layer
The purpose of the query is for applications which can be realized by the semantic query user interfaces. Semantic Sensor Web has wide applications, for example, in Geographic Information System, visualization, decision support, and environmental monitor, etc. In the future, there are several application directions, for example, Semantic Sensor Web can research in the cloud platform, link with the open data source and combine with social network and artificial intelligence, etc.
The State of the Art of the Sensor Ontology
Before SSN ontology, a lot of sensor ontologies have appeared, and they played an important role in their own specific field. Compton, et al., [3] reviewed the typical sensor ontologies and analyzed their concept scope, expressive ability and reasoning ability. In 2009, the W3C working group developed SSN ontology. SSN ontology is a general sensor ontology which provides a unified standard to describe the sensor network data. In recent years, many ontologies which are the extensions the SSN ontology appeared, and they expand the application range. The development process of sensor ontology is shown in Figure 2 . In the following, we introduce the sensor ontologies in details from three stages.
Ontologies before SSN Ontology
Before SSN ontology, a lot of sensor ontologies have been developed. These ontologies are mainly divided into two categories: the ontologies of specific application, and the general ontologies of the sensor network.
The ontologies of specific application are CESN [5] , A3ME [6] , SWAMO [7] , MMI [8] , OOSTethys [9] and ISTAR [10] etc.
The CESN ontology is developed in the Coastal Environmental Sensing Networks project for sensor networks for coastal observing. The MMI ontology and the OOSTethys ontology were intended for marine equipment interoperability and focus on the system structure and the observation process and results. The A3ME ontology was developed for classifying the heterogeneous network equipment and resource-constrained devices. The SWAMO ontology for intelligent software agents describes the physical equipment, the process model and tasks. While the ISTAR ontology was used for selecting sensor to task allocation automatically. The ontologies of the specific applications have a narrow scope of application, and they have no universality. Therefore, the general ontologies of the sensor network have been developed. The functions of the original general ontology are simple, such as Avancha [11] and WISNO [12] ontology. They are developed for providing general ontology of adaptive data processing to meet various applications. While OntoSensor [13] , CESN [14] , CSIRO [15] cover a wider range of ontology concepts. OntoSensor [13] ontology is a generic sensor knowledge base which is used for querying and reasoning. CESN [14] ontology can inference domain knowledge from data. CSIRO [15] is a general ontology that can describe sensor and its deployment. In all these ontologies, the combination of OntoSensor and CSIRO represent the general semantic and expression power of sensor. However, problems still exist, e.g., how to express the correct structure and the scope of the sensor ontology, how to better express process and the system composition, and how to follow a fixed modeling process and reuse the existing standards [16] . SSN ontology which develops from the CSIRO, MMI and OOTethys ontology is a general ontology and full of expressive power. It can solve the existing problems in the original ontologies.
SSN Ontology
To acquire the semantic interoperability of general scale, common semantic annotation framework, W3C SSN XG group [4] proposed a general, field-independent model: SSN ontology. SSN ontology provides an advanced schema to describe the sensor equipment, their measurement data and the relevant properties of the sensor processing. SSN ontology designs the Stimulus-Sensor-Observation (SSO) pattern to describe the relationships between the sensors, the stimulation and the observation. It can be seen from four main perspectives: the sensor perspective which focus on the sensor, the sense mode and the sense object, the observation perspective which focus on the observation data and the related metadata, the system perspective which describes systems of sensors and deployments and the feature and property perspective which concerns the sensor properties or observational properties [17] . SSN ontology builds several conceptual modules on the SSO pattern to cover key sensor concepts and includes forty one concepts and thirty nine properties.
SSN ontology is the integration and upgrade of the original ontologies. It describes more clearly because it has more detailed classification. It has a wider range of generality, great extension space. But above all, it can be extended and reused as the basis to solve more complex problems. Therefore, many applications using SSN ontology have been appeared.
SSN ontology is applied to many projects now1, such as IoT.est project [18, 19] , Semantic Perception [20, 21] , SECURE [22] , SemSorGrid4Env [23] [24] [25] , Swiss Experimen [16] , SPITFIRE project [26, 27] , etc.
In IoT. Est project, SSN ontology is used in the Internet of things to describe the resources, the observation and the measurement system of sensors. In Semantic Perception project, machine perception is researched. Perception ontology which reused SSN ontology is established. In the perception ontology, the key of perception explain: observation and terms of environmental knowledge is provided. SSN ontology is applied to the rescue environment In SECURE project. It describes observation data from the temperature sensors, carbon monoxide sensors, and carbon dioxide sensors, which can integrate and analyze the data, and concludes the events. In SemSorGrid4Env project, SSN ontology shows public data model of information space, and it is applied in environment monitoring system. In Swiss Experiment project, SSN ontology describes sensor meta-data and research collaborative environment and it connects with LOD cloud effectively in SPITFIRE project. In this project, it develops uniform concepts, methods and software infrastructure.
The Extensions of SSN Ontology
Much ontology established later is mostly the extensions of SSN ontology. The main extension directions are:
(1) Extend according to different application. 
(1) Extending According to Different Application
SSN ontology is extended according to the specific requirements of different applications. The extended ontologies add new concepts on SSN ontology or change SSN ontology for the specific application, so that they can describe the application field more clearly.
NIST ontology [17] applies to the manufacturing industry. In NIST ontology, SSN ontology is extended according to a series of specific requirements. On the basis of SSN ontology, function, domain, additional entities, resource group, status, purpose, physical location, etc are added in NIST ontology. NIST ontology describes the detailed sensor dimension, weights, resolution and the knowledge representation standard of the operating conditions, the representation of the system ability, and the sensor network of the manufacturing environment etc.
SWROAO [28] ontology is used on atmosphere observation. The platform class of SSN ontology is extended. In SWROAO ontology, three subclasses are derived from the platform class. They are aircraft class, ground class and spacecraft class. Each class is subdivided. Aircraft class includes LEO satellite and high orbit satellite, ground class includes the ground remote sensing platform, the ground atmospheric boundary layer observation platform and the mobile ground atmospheric observation platform, and spacecraft class includes balloon, aircraft and rocket, etc. The subdivision of these specific platforms makes SWROAO ontology carry out different query or decision depending on different platforms in the applications.
AEMET ontology [29] applies to the meteorological forecast of spanish meteorological bureau. It extends from SSN ontology. In AEMET ontology, measurement ontology is related to meteorlological observation. The main conceptes reuse "ssn: Observation", "ssn: FeatureOfInterest" and "ssn: Property"of SSN ontology. But the SSN ontology concepts will be applied to a specific instance. Such as the concept "SSN: Property" is extended and added the specific properties of meteorological aspect in AEMET ontology. The concept "ssn: Sensor" is expanded to a hierarchy of types of sensors in the AEMET ontology and "ssn: Platform" is extended by "aemet: WeatherStation".
(2) Extending by Adding New Contents to SSN Ontology to Found More General Ontology
The more general ontologies are extended on the basis of SSN ontology in order to have more extensively applicable scope.
WSSN ontology [30] SCO ontology [31] is also built by reusing and extending SSN ontology. The Sensor module in SCO ontology is the core module which is a bridge connecting to other modules. Sensor module directly reuses the Sensor module of SSN ontology, but the Stimulus class is replaced by SensorInput class. The OpeatingRestriction module is changed to the SystematicCharacter module and EnvironmentCondition class is added in the module. In addition, on the basis of SSN ontology modules, new modules such as the Component module, the Service module and the Context module, etc are added. In the Context module, three important classes are added: Space, Time and Theme. These three classes respectively show that Space, Time, and Theme of observations values by which the sensor data information can be described in more detail. SCO ontology is a major progress of SSN ontology extensions.
In order to conduct semantic description of the sensor data on the sensor cloud, SCO (Sensor Cloud Ontology) Ontology appears [32] . SCO Ontology reuses and extends SSN ontology and many classes and properties don't have to be redefined. Through the derived subclass, the platform and network and other characteristics of sensor network on the Cloud can be defined. In SCO ontology, the Network class and Platform class derived from the System class of SSN ontology, the Sensor class derived from the SensingDevice class, while the ObservedPhenomenon class derived from the Observation class, the Observation Result class derived from the SensorOutput. Using SCO ontology, the transformation from sensor data to semantic very facilitate, so that we have convenient queries on the SERAW development platform.
(3) Extending by Combining with the other Ontology to Solve Actual Problem
Because the data of Semantic Sensor Web is linked-data, the ontology combination can make the application range greatly extend. The combination of SSN ontology and the other ontologies is necessary.
Alasdair J G Gray [24] proposed SemSorGrid4Env ontology network to apply in flood emergency prediction scheme. This ontology network is composed of different ontologies. It is divided into four layers: the ontology of the specific fields, the information ontology, the upper ontologies and the external ontologies. These ontologies meet different knowledge representation requirements and they share and reuse between each other. SSN ontology reuses the DOLCE + DnS UltraLite and SWEET upper ontology. The ontologies in the flood field are the basis of SSN ontology. They also reuse the external ontology. These ontologies combine with each other and play the biggest role in order to solve the flood emergency prediction.
AEMET ontology is also formed by multiple ontologies [29] . The ontology includes four modules: sensor, time, location and measurement. The Time module reuses the OWL Time Ontology, and the location Ontology reuses part of geobuddies ontology network, and the measure ontology reuses the concepts of SSN Ontology. All these ontologies are used to the meteorological forecasting of the Spanish meteorological bureau. They can transform the meteorological data to linked-data and have more comprehensive description.
Comparison and Analysis
In order to better understand SSN ontology and the extension ontologies, comparative dimensions of ontologies are proposed in this paper. The extension direction, extension content, prototype or tool, the pattern, the language and the application domain are described. The comparative results as shown in Table 1 .
In Table 1 , all the ontologies are compared from several aspects. The column 2 lists the extension direction from which each sensor ontology extends. The column 3 describes the extension contents. Some sensor ontologies apply to new applications by combining with other ontologies, Some sensor ontologies extend the platform class and some design the new pattern. They all have different extension direction and add their own new classes or new concepts.
In the column 4, some tools of the ontology are proposed. Some sensor ontologies have their related system tools, but some have no. We can use them to do more research and application. For example, a prototype system named SenOntDSSW is designed for SCO ontology update and extension. The multi-agent platform JADE can integrate the WSSN ontology to generate the communication data stream, SemSorGrid4Env ontology network to apply in flood emergency prediction scheme, and SERAW is a platform for using the SCO ontology. These sensor ontologies use three languages to describe the contents: OWL2, OWL-DL and OWL. In these ontologies, SSN, WSSN, SCO are general ontologies, while the other ontologies have their specific applications.
The Mapping from Stream Data to Ontology
The core issue of semantic data integration process is to find and generate the mapping, so how to realize the mapping from the sensor stream data to the ontology is the issue which we need to solve. In this issue, we must consider an important thing that the sensor data is the stream data. The stream data is an infinite sequence of tuples and with timestamp, so in the mapping process, we must consider the time characteristic.
The mapping from sensor stream data to the ontology has two main methods:
(1) Hard coding method: The correspondence between stream data and ontology is defined in programs. Different fields and different stream data format need different coding. The stream data will be generated to RDF files according to the program coding.
(2) Mapping language method. The mapping languages can express the mappings from relational databases to RDF datasets. They describe the mapping relationships between the basic elements (such as relationship or attributes etc.,) of the relational database and the basic elements (such as concepts, attributes and relationship etc.,) of the RDFS/OWL ontology. They will provide a set of well-defined semantic primitives to describe the mapping relationships. The mapping of stream data and the ontology can be added manually or automatically by programming. Most of the mapping languages have mapping processor which can fill the data of the relational databases in the ontology automatically. The frequently-used mapping languages are: D2RQ [25, 33] , R 2 O [34] and R2RML [16, 35, 36] , RML [37] , Ontop [38] , S 2 O [23].
The Mapping Languages
D2RQ is a declarative language for mapping relational database schemas to RDF vocabularies and OWL ontologies. It is realized as the Jena Figure. It can pack one or more relational database to a virtual, read-only RDF graphs. Its mapping processor is D2R server which can use a customizable D2RQ mapping to map database content into the RDF format and allow the RDF data to be browsed and searched. R 2 O is the declarative mapping description language based on the XML. It can describe mapping relations between the relations and the properties of the relation database and the basic elements of RDFS/OWL ontology. It can be realized by ODEMapster mapping processor.
R2RML is the mapping language announced by the W3C RDB2RDF in September 2012. It can express the mapping from RDB to RDF by using a form of one or more triples mapping elements. R2RML mappings are themselves RDF graphs and written down in Turtle syntax. R2RML processor will offer a virtual SPARQL endpoint over the mapped relational data, or generate RDF files, or offer a Linked Data interface. In reference [39] , R2RML processor prototype is designed. It can transform RDB to RDF automatically. Morph-RDB is an RDB2RDF engine which follows the R2RML specification. It can generate RDF data from a relational database according to the R2RML mapping descriptions.
The RDF Mapping language (RML) is a generic mapping language defined to express customized mapping rules from heterogeneous data structures and serializations to the RDF data model. RML is defined as a superset of the W3C-standardized mapping language, R2RML, that maps data in relational databases to the RDF data model. RML extends R2RML's applicability and broaden R2RML's scope to define mappings of data in other formats too [37] . With RML, you can define the rules to map any heterogeneous data such as DB, CSV, XML and JSON etc to the RDF data model. A prototype RML processor is implemented in Java based on the mapping-driven model.
Ontop is a platform to query databases as Virtual RDF Graphs using SPARQL. It's extremely fast and is packed with features. It concludes two components: Quest and ontopPro. Quest is the SPARQL engine that comes with ontop, and ontopPro is a powerful mapping editor to allow you to define data sources for your ontologies and to map them using a powerful and intuitive mapping language. The data sources conclude a variety of data formats such as DB, CSV, XML, XSL etc. S 2 O is the extension of R 2 O mapping language, and it mainly shows the mapping relationship from the sensor stream data to the ontology. S 2 O mapping documents describe how to convert the stream data source to the ontology. It is the extensional version of R 2 O. In order to support stream data, S 2 O can describe the stream data model. On the basis of R 2 O, new correspondence relationships are added: streamschema-desc. The streamType property is increased to describe a kind of data acquisition stream. The timestamp-desc element is increased to declare the stream timestamp property. The other classes and properties defined by R 2 O are all suitable for stream pattern.
Comparison and Analysis
The comparison of mapping languages is shown as the Table 2 . The line 2 describe if the mapping languages have the timestamp character. S 2 O is a mapping language designed for sensor data specially, but the other mapping languages are general mapping languages.
These mapping languages have different representation languages. D2RQ mapping file is Jena Figure, R 2 O and S 2 O are an XML file, while R2RML is the .ttl document written by the turtle syntax and RML files are one or more triples maps.
They all have mapping processors which can realize transformation automatically. D2RQ server uses a customizable D2RQ mapping to map relational database contents into RDF. The mapping processor of R 2 O is ODEMapster. Morph-RDB is the extension of ODEMapster. It can generate RDF data from a relational database according to the R2RML mapping descriptions. RMLProcessor is the proessor for RML in Java based on DB2Triples. The processor of Ontop is ontopPro, while S 2 O's processor is an extension of the ODEMapster processor, it can realize the mapping from the stream data to RDF files. ----D2RQ, R 2 O, R2RML can transform the relational database to RDF or OWL files, while RML and Ontop can transform multiple data formats such as DB, CSV, XML, JASON etc. S 2 O mapping language applies to semantic sensor network, and it can convert the stream data to the RDF file.
All these mapping languages have some application cases which are showed in the table. Among them, morph-streams are an ontology-based data access system that applies to the sensor network and queries the sensor data. It is mapped using R2RML language. S 2 O mapping language special applies to the sensor network. From the websites in the table, we can see the detailed content and the grammar of every mapping language.
Query Tools and Methods
As above mentioned, sensor data stream are an unbounded sequence values, and each value has a timestamp to represent the value of happened time. People often are interest in data values of the latest stream data, while they don't concerned about the previous tuples. Traditional SQL query adapts to the storage data, while the stream query requires continuous long-term queries. In order to realize the stream query, a few continuous query languages based on SQL appears. Such as CQL [43] , SNEEql [44] , Esper EPL [45] , etc. These languages have ability to deal with time constraints and the infinite characteristics of stream. They can put forward the concept of the window and use traditional relational operators to execute continuous query [46] .
The Query Languages
SPARQL language [47] is a kind of query language developed for RDF. It can easily query in RDF files. In the Semantic Sensor Web, we need to query the continuous stream data, but SPARQL language can't effectively work. SPARQL language must be extended to achieve the goal of the continuous query of the stream data.
The earliest query languages are T-SPARQL [48] , TA-SPARQL [49, 50] , EP-SPARQL [51] , C-SPARQL [52] [53] [54] , and stSPARQL [55, 56] , etc. They all use RDF stream as the data model. The tuples of RDF streams are annotated by timestamp.
T-SPARQL is a temporal extension of the SPARQL query language for RDF graphs. It is the RDF database model based on time, and this model uses the triple timestamp with time elements. The query language came from a time query language TSQL2 and inherited part time expression and user friendliness of TSQL2. T-SPARQL is the extension of SPARQL query language in terms of time data types, functions and operators, and it enhances properties of TSQL2. In the coming research, T-SPARQL query engine is devoted to develop to make the queries of the time RDF graphs more convenient.
Time-annotated RDF (TA-RDF) is an extension of the RDF model where resources are optionally annotated with a time value. Along with TA-RDF, Time-annotated SPARQL (TA-SPARQL) is designed to express the one-time time-dependent queries common when handling streams and time-varying data. TA-SPARQL goes beyond other query languages for streams in RDF presented previously and base on sliding windows, and allows to exploit the richer temporal relationships represented by the semantic model [49] . The TA-RDF and TA-SPARQL have been implemented in a prototype service, integrated with the NCSA Tupelo semantic middleware which can make the stream data and other data integrate and perform unified query.
EP-SPARQL is the SPARQL extension query language of event processing. It can query complex events and conduct stream reasoning. EP-SPARQL is put forward in order to be able to query based on stream. It considers the time situation asserted by triples and specifies the complex events through the time position of real-time stream, and use background ontology for stream reasoning.
C-SPARQL is the expansion of SPARQL language. It can realize continuous query of RDF data stream. C-SPARQL query puts forward the concept of window. It can query the latest tuples of data stream and observe the continuous data streams. C-SPARQL manages RDF stream tuples locally in data model, at the same time converts the unbounded stream data to a bounded sequence using time window, then the standard operators can be used. Okure, A.S. [57] proposes architecture which can query more OWL ontology stream which carry the latest real-time time stream reasoning.
The stRDF data model and the stSPARQL query language are developed by Manolis Koubarakis [55, 56] . stRDF adds the elements of time and space in RDF triples, so it can express spatio-temporal data. stSPARQL is an expansion of SPARQL, and it can query stRDF data. stSPARQL provides a new type of variables: Spatial variables, temporal variables. It can query valid time of triples. In SemsorGrid4Env project, Kostis Kyzirakos Strabon [56] proposed Strabon, which is a fully implemented semantic geospatial database system. Strabon can be used to store linked geospatial data expressed in stRDF and query them using stSPARQL.
The query premise of the above query languages is the existence of the RDF file, namely, the query object is RDF files. But the query based on ontology has another form that is RDF files are not generated. From the user's perspective, SPARQL query language is used to query, and virtual query statements are generated. The SPARQL query languages are transformed to SNEEql query statements aiming at stream data through R2RML or S2O mapping language, and the stream data stored in the relational database can be queried directly. The query results are transformed using the mapping language, so query results are acquired [4, 5, 25] . In this method, SPARQLStream is the using query language [46] . SPARQL Stream is a language that extends C-SPARQL and SNEEql for continuous query processing over streaming data. They all are the idea based on RDF stream, and timestamps are annotated in RDF stream. In SPARQL Stream , these streams are virtual, and they generate query results relying on original data stream. In order to convert SPARQL Stream queries expressed by ontology to the queries according to data sources, a set of mapping must be specified. SNEEql queries that conduct against the data source can be acquired by the mapping, which can use SQL statements to query, and query results can be obtained. The Morph-streams module for SPARQL Stream is a java library that enables the execution of SPARQL Stream queries, using different underlying DSMS or CEP. This tool allows posing SPARQL Stream queries to an existing data source using R2RML mappings.
Comparison and Analysis
The comparison of query languages is shown as the Table 3 . In Table 3 , the query languages are compared from several aspects. All the query languages apply to the sensor network and they all describe the time characteristic of the sensor data from different aspects. The line 2 lists the abbreviations of every query languages and the line 3 shows all the query language use the time window for the query. In the query process, all the query languages make the actual RDF files as the query object except the SPARQL Stream query language. It just generates a virtual RDF query and RDF file does not exist.
The line 5 gives the RDF models of the query language which are different. The entire RDF models are the extension of RDF, and they provide convenience for the stream data query. The RDF triples are showed in the Table. They all add the time element in the triples in order to represent the stream data more accurately. The line 6 shows where the query languages derived from.
All query languages have their application system. The tSPARQL query engine can facilitate the execution of T-SPARQL queries on temporal RDF graphs, and C-SPARQL engine makes reason over RDF stream easy. An implementation of TA-SPARQL based on Tupelo semantic middleware is implementation. ETALIS is an open source system for complex event processing with ETALIS language for Events and EP-SPARQL. Strabon can query linked geospatial data using stSPARQL and Morph-stream allows executing SPARQL stream queries to an existing data source using R2RML mappings.
All query languages are the extension of the SPARQL language. T-SPARQL and TA-SPARQL carry out the time-dependent queries, while EP-SPARQL applies to the event processing. C-SPARQL support windows and aggregation operations and stSPARQL query spatial and temporal data, while SPARQL stream executes virtual query.
Conclusion and Future Work
In this paper, the current research progress of Semantic Sensor Web was summarized. The introductions of this paper are expected to promote the focus and research on this emerging technology by the related scholars. We expect that the future development directions of Semantic Sensor Web include the following aspects [58, 59] .
(1) Researching in the cloud platform In the real environment, the data size of sensor network is very huge. The integration between sensor network and cloud computing is one of the current development trend. The combination of semantic Web, big data technology and cloud computing technology can conduct distributed storage for ontology instance knowledge. The combination can explore how to improve the interaction of heterogeneous sensor network data, enhance the intelligent ways and means of the sensor network application system, and provide new idea and theory basis for building intelligent and efficient decision-making application system [60, 61] . (2) Linking with the open data source The data in Semantic Sensor Web are the linked data. The link scope is broader, the search scope is bigger. Therefore, that the domain ontology connects with the existing linked open data sources such as linked geodata and DBpedia is needed. The combination can make the deducibility semantic description of sensor information and a extensible data model will be obtained. The model can be used to conduct query in sensor data and context connection data. SPITFIRE FP7 project which was developed by Myriam Leggieri [27] devotes to this research.
(3) Combining with social network Society is a big sensor community made up of all human, and each person is an intelligent sensor. These sensors move autonomously in the social and the natural environment. They can perceive, interpret, and integrate information, and can conduct the mutual exchange of information through social networks. Therefore, the combination of the Semantic Sensor Web and social network is a development trend of the future [62] [63] [64] [65] .
(4) Combining with artificial intelligence Semantic Sensor Web can also combine with artificial intelligence. The combination will establish question-answering system for the application query of Semantic Sensor Web, understand and recognize the natural language, and conduct intelligent query. All these will be the future research directions.
(5) The visualization of Semantic Sensor Web The visualization research of the query results or the real query of Semantic Sensor Web is also a research direction in the future. Query results are displayed on the electronic map. When click the place on the map, you can get the specific query information or the implicit information. The data visualization technology can also used to automatically map data into charts, and enables users to easily find the implicit information in the sensor network [66, 67] .
